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Part II
The o eani numeri al modeling of the
eastern tropi al Pa i O ean
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Chapter 4
The o eani model
4.1 Introdu tion
The numeri al modeling te hnique has been widely developed in re ent years
and used in an attempt to reprodu e the operation and intera tion of the basi elements of geophysi al uid dynami s in the natural environment. Then by omparing
model predi tions with experimental and observational data in the real world, s ientists may seek to rene the underlying prin iples and routines of the model itself so
as to enhan e its value and relevan e as the a ura y of the model is improved. In
this manner, trustworthy numeri al models be ome valuable tools in the servi e of the
S ien e as they are elevated to a new role, in whi h they assume a apa ity to validate
theories and hypotheses. It is in this ontext that the following se tions of this work
present and des ribe an o eani numeri al approa h developed so as to explore the
inuen es of the atmospheri ow of freshwater as an independent variable of input to
the SSS of the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean.
In the following stage of the study, a numeri al modeling te hnique ombines an
asso iation of the velo ity elds along with temperature hara teristi s of the Modular
O ean Model (MOM) within a mixed layer model. Initially the intention had been
to present this numeri al approa h as a omplementary omponent of the earlier atmospheri studies and for this reason its detailed des ription and validation were not
in luded but were relegated to this later hapter. This separation of justi ation and
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fo us was seen to impair the thrust of the numeri al model input. There also transpired
in the development of the earlier se tion, parti ularly in the la k of literature relating
to some features of the salinity anomalies of the eastern tropi al Pa i region, that
the ontribution of a numeri al model might well have a mu h greater relevan e in its
own right, namely in a ontribution to a general data bank of Pa i O ean surfa e
layer salinity either on spatial or temporal s ales. This re-arrangement of order and
treatment may be ex used.
Restri ting the fo us to the eastern region of the Pa i O ean, a very short
summary of its main hydrodynami features is presented as follows.
The ir ulation in the eastern Pa i O ean is des ribed by Kessler (2006),
with a omprehensive review sin e the rst des riptive attempts, dating ba k to the
1950's. Furthermore, the author gives an extensive des ription of the impli ations in
the ir ulation due to wind jets that rea h the eastern Pa i O ean through three
major gaps in the Central Ameri a ordillera (the Chivela Pass in the Isthmus of
Tehuantepe in Mexi o, the Lake Distri t lowlands of Ni aragua inland of the Gulf
of Papagayo, and the entral isthmus of Panama where the Panama Canal was built).
Their inuen es are felt as u tuations of the thermo line depth, SST, and longitudinal
migration in the ITCZ. Su h u tuations and seasonal variability might be attributed
to the wind jets, but also perhaps to Rossby waves or Ekman pumping. The o eani
urrent system in the eastern Pa i O ean, under the inuen e of the atmospheri
ITCZ, is mainly omprised of four urrents: South Equatorial Current (SEC), Equatorial Under urrent (EUC), North Equatorial Current (NEC) and North Equatorial
Counter Current (NECC). The region is strongly inuen ed by a old tongue intrusion whereby the EUC loses volume through upwelling from su essively denser layers
(Sloyan et al., 2003). In 2002, Johnson et al. arried out studies with data derived
from Condu tivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) and A ousti Doppler Current Proler
(ADCP) measurements a ross the Pa i . Johnson et al. (2002a) estimate the mean
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urrent elds and o eani properties, su h as temperature and salinity elds, as well
as their variability, seasonal y le and linear orrelation with the SOI.
On the foregoing basis, and mindful of the existing foundation of relevant
knowledge a umulated by other authors, there is a onvi tion that an hydro-dynami al
layered numeri al model might well assist the investigation of salinity in the upper
layers of the eastern tropi al Pa i . By denition almost, su h a model will need to
be of mixed layer type, will need to be developed and justied by a validation phase
using available environmental data in the rst instan e, and then to be extended by a
staged and more general reprodu tive appli ation to the relevant published work. Only
then will it be possible to experiment with the potential of the model to expand existing
knowledge in its own right. Thus, when these se tions will be nished, in addition to
the previous atmospheri studies presented in Part I, it is expe ted that they will form
an enhan ed understanding of the properties and their intera tion within the eastern
Pa i O ean in one and the same work.

4.2 The numeri al o ean modeling
The o eani numeri al model, as already initially introdu ed in Part I, and now
to be developed and validated, represents an asso iation of hydrodynami and mixed
layer prin iples whi h together have the potential to qualify for re ognition as an "A tive Tra er Model" (ATM).
The on eived ATM ombines a passive tra er model (whi h transports the
tra er, but it does not ae t the o eani

ir ulation) with an a tive tra er model (in

whi h temperature and salinity impa t on o ean dynami s) (Foujols et al., 2000). In
the proposed ATM, the MLD is treated as a variable, but it is assumed that hanges in
the MLD are not large enough to ause a signi ant adjustment of the o eani velo ity
eld, whi h is determined by the wind stress and geostrophy. Above the MLD the
salinity eld was set up to respond to the atmospheri inuen es (E-P) plus adve tion
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and entrainment determined from the hydrodynami model, while below the MLD it
is derived from the hydrodynami model alone. The omputation of the MLD uses the
temperature from the hydrodynami model; meanwhile, the salinity eld is a response
of the atmospheri ee ts on the upper layers of the o ean. This is a somewhat unusual
on ept, and its onstru tion and development will need to pass rigorous justi ation.

The hydrodynami model
The hydrodynami model used in this study was the MOM, whi h is a threedimensional, z- oordinate, B-grid, primitive equation o ean ir ulation model. The
model was designed and developed by resear hers at the Geophysi al Fluid Dynami s
Laboratory (GFDL/NOAA - Department of Commer e) as a numeri al o ean modeling
tool for use in studying o ean ir ulation over a wide range of spa e and time s ales,
whi h represents the state of the art in o ean modeling at GFDL near the end of 1999.
The NOAA tropi al Pa i O ean primitive equation model employed here has been
widely used in the study of equatorial o ean phenomena. It is part of the operational
tropi al o ean analysis proje t at the National Centers for Environmental Predi tion
(NCEP) (e.g., Ji & Leetmaa, 1997). Spe i ally, the MOM used in this study is its se ond version (MOM2), whi h was adapted by Dr. Gabriel Ve hi (NOAA/GFDL) and
Dr. D. E. Harrisson (NOAA/PMEL), from previous versions of Philander et al. (e.g.
Philander et al., 1987; Philander & Seigel, 1985; Pa anowski & Philander, 1981). It
an be found in greater detail in Ve hi & Harrisson (2003) and Harrisson et al. (2000).
Spatial and temporal features are presented as follows. Where hanges have
been made spe i ally for this study, they appear in parentheses.

Longitude: entire Pa i O ean basin, with a resolution of one degree (for this study,
from 145◦ W to the western Ameri an oast);

Latitude: from 12◦ S to 12◦ N, with a resolution of 1/3 degree;
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Depth: from surfa e to 100m depth, with 10m resolution (whi h was addressed to
better solve the o eani mixing layer, the fo us of this study), and from there
spanning to 450 m. In total, the depth axis onsists of 20 verti al levels; and,

Time: from January 1st 1986 to August 31st 2002, with results provided as 3 day
averages.
Wind stress was omputed using the Large & Pond (1981) drag oe ient, using
1986-2003 from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Fore asts (ECMWFERA40 from the ECMWF Data Server), 12-hourly, 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ degrees of resolution
(operational 10-meter wind analysis); surfa e heat ux is parametrized as des ribed in
Harrison (1991), omputing Air Temperature based on the model Sea Surfa e Temperature (SST) and the histori al (AIRT-SST) as a fun tion of SST; and, the hind ast was
begun after a 10 year spin up with limatology, when salinity was restored to annual
mean onditions as in Levitus (1982) limatology using a 50-day restoring s ale. The
surfa e salinity ux was set to zero.

The mixed layer model
The atmospheri dataset used to al ulate the input variable (E − P ) (evaporation minus pre ipitation), used as the atmospheri freshwater ux, was provided
by the ECMWF-ERA40. The dataset was linearly interpolated to a hieve the same
spatial and temporal resolution as in the hydrodynami o ean model, whi h was des ribed above. Although the simplest method of interpolation, the linear interpolation
nevertheless keeps onstant the rate of hange within a segment (and so an easily be
ontrolled). Note that the salinity in the upper o ean (mixed layer) is on eived as
a sum of horizontal adve tion, verti al entrainment at the bottom of the mixed layer
(the Mixed Layer Depth - MLD) and atmospheri inuen es on the o ean surfa e (due
to pre ipitation and evaporation). The surfa e freshwater ux is so pres ribed.
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This pro ess an be expressed as an o eani mass onservation equation split
into two layers, as follows:

Pz(k)≡M LD
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where, Sk is the salinity of layer k; z(k) is the depth related to the layer k; ~v is a
three-dimensional velo ity eld; h is the mixed layer depth and, E and P are the evaporation and pre ipitation rates, respe tively. All variables have their units expressed
in the International System.
Density of water at the sea surfa e is typi ally 1027 kg/m3 . For simpli ation,
physi al o eanographers often quote only the last 2 digits of the density, a quantity
they all density anomaly or σ(S, T, p):
σ(S, T, p) = ρ(S, T, p) − 1000kg/m3

(4.2)

here ρ, S , T , p refers to density, salinity, temperature, and pressure. σ(S, T, p) is typially 27.00 kg/m3 . Here, however, we will follow ommon pra ti e and use σ .
Thus, within this ontext, the mixed layer depth follows the denition of Kara
et al. (2000a, b), where the referen e temperature is hanged by the absolute dieren e

of ∆T = 0.5◦ C from the temperature at 10m beneath the SST and, onsequently, a
hange in referen e density is indu ed by the equation of state. Then,
∆σT = σT (S, T + ∆T, p) − σT (S, T, p)

(4.3)

where σT is the density as a fun tion of temperature (T ), S is salinity and, p is the
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pressure (set to zero). Further details of the algorithm used to onstru t the MLD an
be found in more detail in Kara et al. (2000a, b).

The A tive Tra er Model
Be ause the o eani mixed layer responds so rapidly to surfa e generated turbulen e through wind-for ed and buoyan y-for ed pro esses, the surfa e mixed layer an
often be modeled su essfully using one-dimensional (verti al pro esses only) physi s,
therefore the model assumes a uniform "well mixed layer". However, it is onsidered
to be the upper boundary layer of the o ean for ed dire tly only by the atmosphere
through the atmospheri ow of freshwater (as a pres ribed variable), although, the
surfa e stress of the wind is impli itly onsidered (through the numeri al intera tions
towards a verti al average into the mixed layer). Then as a onsequen e, the model
aims to onsider both the input of the atmospheri ow of freshwater, and the wind
shear, whi h auses the turbulen e needed to mix the upper layer. This is represented
by the verti al average in the dened upper layers. If the o ean is subje ted to evaporation (where E > P ), then the buoyan y de reases (and density in reases). The
evaporation in reases the density of the upper surfa e layer, ausing it to overturn
( onve t) and mix to a greater depth than it was mixed initially. In an opposite sense,
freshwater gain (P > E ) de reases the density of the upper surfa e layer, resulting in
a more stably stratied prole; so that the nal mixed layer be omes shallower than
the initial mixed layer.
To summarise, onsider that for every time step, the model merges the atmospheri input of freshwater to the upper o ean surfa e and in so doing adds or redu es
buoyan y as appropriate. The model then pro eeds to al ulate a new depth for the
mixed layer, in terms of "mixed", i.e. verti ally averaged saline properties. The onsequent physi al pro esses are numeri ally addressed in the model by means of the
verti ally averaged salinity omputation, and this is performed for every time step,
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from the o ean surfa e to the bottom of the mixed layer. Consequently, for every time
step and for every grid point, the model generates an adjusted mixed layer water olumn of uniform salinity from whi h the modied depth of the mixed layer is al ulated
in a ordan e with the atmospheri input at the surfa e. Below the mixed layer depth,
in the more quies ent deeper o ean, the mass eld (i.e. density prole) is maintained
un hanged, sin e it is not dire tly inuen ed by the atmosphere. In this entire pro ess
the velo ity and temperature elds follow Ve hi & Harrison (2003). Above the MLD,
then, the model ensures that salinity responds realisti ally to atmospheri inuen es of
(E − P ) type, together with entrainment and adve tion. In the omputational pro ess,
the atmospheri input is al ulated from the ECMWF-ERA40, while the salinity eld
and MLD, dependent upon atmospheri input of freshwater, resultant salinity, temperature and resultant buoyan y are renewed for ea h grid point and for every time step.
In retrospe t, this initiative ombines the hara teristi s of two model on epts:
a hydrodynami model on the one hand and a mixed layer model on the other. In the
present ontext, the adopted model annot laim to be a true tra er model, sin e its
treatment of salinity has a prognosti role simultaneously providing hanges in the
depth of the mixed layer for ea h grid point and for ea h time step. Note also that the
proposed numeri al approa h does not onsider turbulen e in its pro ess, the o eani
mixing layer being verti ally mixed. Neither does it onsider hanges in the velo ity
eld as a onsequen e of the entire pro ess - the velo ity eld is pres ribed as output
of the MOM2. For these reasons, the model is neither truly tra er nor truly prognosti ; its thrust lays in a rather dierent dire tion, hen e the denomination of "A tive
Tra er Model" (ATM). On the basis of the hara teristi s of the ATM here outlined,
its validation will omprise both omparisons of model output with the in situ data,
but also its skills will be applied to previously visited tasks so as to allow omparison
with relevant published work.
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Before pro eeding with the validation, a qui k reminder is timely as follows:
as dened in Part I, Response of the O ean (Page14), the "Control Run" (Ctrl) is the
ATM (and its output) given that the atmospheri ux of freshwater is based on (E −P )
with initial parameters being derived from their original sour e (the ECMWF-ERA40
dataset), but interpolated to a hieve the spatial and the temporal resolution dened
in this study. With this in mind, the next se tion will present the validation of the
"Control Run" (Ctrl).

a) Validation of the "Control Run"
The time series analysis

In this study the main o eanographi parameter to retain fo us throughout Part
I has been salinity modi ation as a response to atmospheri for ing. Consequently,
the presentation of the validation of the model will start with this variable and in its
simplest form, namely by a omparison with observed time series. The omparison
between the Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS) as output by the Ctrl and in situ data provided
by moored buoys from TAO program is shown in the Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Time series of the Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS) along the Equator, for longitudes 140◦ W (a), 125◦ W (b), 110◦ W ( ) and 95◦ W (d), from the numeri al model
(Ctrl - red line) and in situ data from TAO moored buoys (bla k line).
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At rst glan e, a omparison between the model (Ctrl) output and the observed data from the TAO program has its short omings as the relative time series of
Figure 4.1. In Tom zak (1995), it is des ribed that a single and lo alized heavy rain
produ es a shallow lens of freshened water, but the redu tion in salinity an be so
strong that the ooling asso iated with the atmospheri freshwater input (rainfall) an
not be su ient to initiate onve tion. Therefore, the work demonstrates the di ulties in establishing the salinity eld in the upper layers of the tropi al o eans. However
this is onsidered to be a very demanding and stringent test and explained by the large
spatial variability, and even on intensity of the tropi al rain whi h reates di ulties in
the pra ti e of omparing a tual point measurements from the sparse array of moored
buoys with the on ept of a grid-based model and its omputational reprodu tion.
Although the model did not predi t a urately the magnitude of the salinity signal
present in the higher frequen ies, as an be seen from Figure 4.1, it is still worthy of
note that the model in most ases did show sensitivity to higher frequen ies. In this aspe t alone, the model, overall, shows promise. Spe i ally seasonal and annual trends
are well-produ ed. Consequently when used so as to take advantage of its skills in the
longer time s ales, it an assume the role of a tool quite omplementary to established
onventional approa hes.
Se ondly the question might be posed as to the general hara teristi s demonstrated by the Ctrl to maintain a realisti , but also sustained, level of output over
the period of the tests. In this ontext, the long-term evolution of the salinity eld
as output by the Ctrl was investigated by the three-dimensional integration over the
entire model domain volume (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Upper panel: Time series of salinity eld volume-integrated (as output
of the Ctrl) over the entire model domain. Lower panel: Southern Os illation Index
(SOI) based on the Trenberth method - monthly standard deviation and one year
smoothed. SOI unit: hPa (1000 hPa subtra ted).

What is signi ant in terms of onrmation of the integrity of the model is
the longer term signal seen in the integrated salinity upon whi h is superimposed a
regular and expe ted annual y le. The presen e of both signals in the model output is
wel ome but espe ially wel ome is the fa t that the ba kground long term trends of the
integrated salinity are learly asso iated with the times ale of the multi-year de adal
variations of the SOI. However, the enhan ement of the integrated salinity variability
over the entire period must not be seen as a dire t response to the SOI, but as an outome of the non linearity of the ENSO ee ts (Hoerling et al., 1997). With regard to
the non-linearity response to the features of the El Niño, in M Phaden (1999) there is
presented a study explaining how during the last strong El Niño an energeti Madden
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Julian Os illation (MJO) variation ontributed to an unexpe tedly rapid SST warming
in early 1997 and a sudden ooling in mid-1998 in the equatorial Pa i . The MJO
is an atmospheri feature hara terized by an eastward progression of large regions of
both enhan ed and suppressed tropi al rainfall, observed mainly over the Indian O ean
and Pa i O ean. The anomalous rainfall is usually rst evident over the western Indian O ean, and remains evident as it propagates over the very warm o ean waters of
the western and entral tropi al Pa i . This pattern of tropi al rainfall then generally
be omes very nondes ript as a lo alized tropi al 40-50 day periodi ity in winds and
pre ipitation an be generated outside of the equatorial waveguide through oupled
intera tions among onve tion, the large-s ale ir ulation, and the o eani mixed layer
(e.g. Madden & Julian, 1971, 1972; Maloney & Esbensen, 2003; Bielli & Hartmann,
2004; Maloney & Sobel, 2004).
Furthermore, the intensity of the ee ts of the ENSO y le is related to the
o eani

onditions of the pre eding months. There remain several ontesting hypothe-

ses as to why the independent omponents of the ENSO y le seem to intera t, one
with another, in a non-linear fashion. One may note for example that in the sustained
El Niño period of 1990-1995, the volumetri integrated salinity did not display a strong
rea tion similar to those indu ed by the more temporally restri ted episodi events of
1986/87 and 1997/98.
The SSS was sele ted as the rst target variable and a natural prime indi ator
for the response of the eastern tropi al Pa i to the variability of atmospheri freshwater rea hing the region, and it has been noted that its role has been seen to have
been repli ated, at least partially, by the model. Nevertheless, a strong ase was argued
earlier for the "hybrid" nature of the model, in that it was designed to in orporate the
pro esses a tive in the mixed layer and in parti ular the variability in depth of the
mixed layer. It is this aspe t of the Ctrl to whi h the veri ation of the model now
turns.
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The MLD is a derived variable al ulated from the salinity, temperature and
pressure of the o eani elds arising from the equation of state of the seawater. With
this in mind, the intention is to show the reliability of these two important parameters
(salinity and temperature) as output by the model, given the pressure was set to zero.
In this ontext, the hoi e made is to show the depth of the 20◦ C isotherm
(Z20) as output by the model and for the duration of its run. The Z20 time series
has a dual signi an e in terms of the validation, rstly, be ause it shows the skill of
the model in relation to the reprodu tion of the temperature itself and, se ondly, at
the same time, he ks the sensitivity of the model in relation to its verti al in ursion.
The Figure 4.3 shows the time series of the Z20 along the Equator for the following
longitudes 140◦W, 125◦W, 110◦ W and 95◦ W, as output by the numeri al model (Ctrl),
and also by in situ data from the TAO array.
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Figure 4.3: Time series of the depth (m) of 20◦ C isotherm (Z20) along the Equator, for
longitudes 140◦ W (a), 125◦W (b), 110◦ W ( ) and 95◦ W (d), from the numeri al model
(Ctrl - red line) and in situ data from TAO moored buoys (bla k line).
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The depths of the 20◦ C isotherm (Z20) along the Equator are well represented
in output of the model when ompared with the in situ data provided by moored buoys
from the TAO program, in the low and the high frequen ies (Figure 4.3).
Up to this stage the validation pro edure has been based upon dire t omparisons between output from the Ctrl and a tual measured data. The aim now is to
advan e the validation to an analyti al phase whereby Ctrl output is rst subje ted
to analysis and the analyti al results ompared with the ndings of other published
s ienti work.
Meanwhile it should be noted that the su ess of the validation to date has a
bearing upon the reden e to be allo ated to the preliminary use of the Ctrl in Part I
where model runs were applied to various data series of atmospheri -sour ed parameters. This belated onrmation of the model output resulting from similar appli ations
to observed data lends onden e to those earlier ndings.
The time-spa e variability of the SSS

Returning to the Ctrl validation in its se ond analyti al phase, the attention is
again initially given to salinity. The Empiri al Orthogonal Fun tion (EOF) was used to
determine the time-spa e variability of the Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS), and the results
of this statisti al te hnique for its rst three modes when applied to the monthly mean
of the SSS are shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Results for the rst three EOF modes when applied to the monthly mean
of Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS) as output by the Ctrl.

EOF mode SSS varian e (%)
1
2
3

35
13
6

The Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 present in their upper panels the spatial patterns
of the three leading EOF modes, respe tively to the rst, se ond and third modes. The
lower panels of the same gures display the respe tive temporal variation of expansion
oe ients of the same rst three modes of SSS.

Figure 4.4: Upper panel: Spatial pattern of the rst EOF mode of the monthly mean
of the SSS (whi h a ounts for 35% of the total varian e) is presented as the spatial
distribution of the per entage of varian e a ounted for the rst mode. Lower panel:
Time series of the expansion oe ients of the rst EOF mode of the monthly mean
of the SSS (in normalized units).
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Figure 4.5: Same as Figure 4.4 but for the se ond EOF mode of the SSS (whi h a ounts
for 13% of the total varian e)

Figure 4.6: Same as Figure 4.4 but for the third EOF mode of the SSS (whi h a ounts
for 6% of the total varian e)
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The resultant features of the EOF analyses when applied for the monthly mean
of the SSS, both the spatial pattern and the asso iated time series, are in good agreement with the study arried out by Del roix et al. (1996), who worked on "ship-ofopportunity" water sample measurements made in the tropi al Pa i region for the
1974-1989 period. Their data had been spatially interpolated and monthly-averaged
before being subje ted to statisti al analysis. The most evident result in both studies,
the present one and that one arried out by Del roix et al., is that the eastern Pa i
O ean basin separates into two regions (Figure 4.4 - upper panel), where the dividing
line is the mean positioning of the ITCZ (about 5◦ N), while the time series asso iated
with the spatial pattern of the rst EOF mode reprodu ed the seasonal and ENSO
s ales. Later, in 1998, the same author (Del roix, 1998), from an extended basis of
data in relation to his previous study, performed statisti al analyses and onrmed the
patterns above des ribed, despite that, in this latter study, the obje tives were broadened to in lude the inter- omparisons of the SSS, SST, pre ipitation, wind stress and
dynami height.
The work of relevant authors in this eld has seen signi ant es alation partly
based upon in reasing data quality, but also in the te hniques employed. A onsequent
growing onden e has seen an expansion in the hallenges a epted. Comparisons with
su h work will be provided later, onsequent upon further progress with the treatment
of time-spa e variability of the SSS.
At this point, despite the good agreement of the present work with previous
published work (Del roix et al., 1996; and Del roix, 1998), it is important to fo us attention upon ea h of the asso iated time series, whi h present an evident non-periodi
pattern. The intention now is to re-examine su h signals (the lower panels of Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6) with respe t to their own time-frequen y dependen ies.
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The foregoing study of the time-spa e variability of the SSS has had as its
goal a dire t assessment of the analyti al analysis of the EOF in relation to relevant
work by other authors and in so doing strives to gain onden e in the validity of the
model. The opportunity now arises to introdu e an additional inquiry into the hara teristi s of the time variability itself whi h oers the promise of a quiring a better
understanding of the hara terization of the SSS as a whole. In this way the intention
is to temporarily step outside the initial task of validation of the model. With su h an
approa h, not only ould the lead be given to a ontribution to a broadening of the
frame of asso iated knowledge, but also will provide its own support to the general disussion of regional time-spa e variability of the SSS in the eastern Tropi al Pa i , not
least being the needs of the urrent study as it evolves into a growing omprehension
of the SSS. This digression will address the time series of the expansion oe ients
derived from the EOF as applied to the monthly mean of the SSS as an opportunisti
and innovative pro edure triggered by the urrent study and not as an essential step
in the model validation pro ess itself.
In this ontext, the use of the Wavelet te hnique seems to be a valuable tool to
reveal su h aspe ts of the time dependen e of those signals, be ause the EOF analysis
onsiders the time series as a standing os illation signal, and not propagating patterns
as wavelet analysis does; moreover, it is worthy of note that an approa h of this type
was su essfully employed in a similar sense in Part I of this study. Then, with the
intention to expand knowledge of the SSS in the time variability basis in mind, the
Wavelet te hnique was applied to the time series of the expansion oe ients derived
from the EOF applied to the monthly mean time series of the SSS. Again Morlet (ω0 =
6) was adopted as the mother wavelet, and the results of this approa h are given in the
Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, respe tively for the rst, se ond and third EOF leading modes.
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Figure 4.7: Results of Wavelet analysis for the expansion oe ients of the rst EOF
mode of the SSS. The time series is plotted in the top diagram, the ontours of the
Wavelet power spe trum (middle panel), and the global Wavelet power spe trum (right
panel). The dashed line in the right panel represents the onden e level of 95%. The
ontour Wavelet power spe trum levels are hosen so that 75%, 50%, 25%, and 5% of
the wavelet power is above ea h level, respe tively. The dark line indi ates the one
of inuen e (COI). "COI is the region of the wavelet spe trum in whi h edge ee ts
be ome important" (Torren e & Compo, 1998)
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Figure 4.8: Same as Figure 4.7 but for the expansion oe ients of the se ond EOF
mode of the SSS
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Figure 4.9: Same as Figure 4.7 but for the expansion oe ients of the third EOF
mode of the SSS

The appli ation of the wavelet de omposition te hnique has greater power than
is alled upon here. For example, when the wavelet te hnique was applied to the time
series of the expansion oe ient of the rst EOF mode, its wavelet power spe trum
gives eviden e of one remarkable hara teristi (Figure 4.7 - middle panel) whi h is
not per eptible by the visual inspe tion of the expansion oe ients of the rst EOF
mode of the SSS (also reprodu ed Figure 4.7, in its top panel): the interruption to the
signal referring to one year period. Similar onditions are also observed in the analyses
arried out by the wavelet te hnique for the se ond and third time series asso iated
with respe tive leading EOF modes (Figure 4.8 and 4.9, respe tively). The validation
phase fo using on the time-spa e variability of the SSS was deemed to have a hieved
its purpose through the use of the EOF te hnique as previously presented. However,
in the pro ess of applying the Wavelet te hnique to the time-series of the respe tive
EOF modes whi h followed, there emerged indi ations that by ombining the two
pro esses (EOF and Wavelet) it might be possible to examine signi ant aspe ts of
their ombination as yet unidentied. While not wishing to distra t attention from
the pro ess of model validation at this jun ture, yet attra ted to the potential of this
argument, it was on luded to defer attention to a later se tion.
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Consequently, dis ussion returns to the model validation pro edure and in this
ontext the fo us swit hes to a omparison of ertain aspe ts of the Ctrl output with
relevant features of previously published works. Validation may take many forms, but
the prime fo us here is to verify the onsisten y of the output of the present model
when ompared with published analyses based upon observational data and in this
manner to onrm and rene the earlier validation pro edures applied to the Model.
The zonal elds along the Equator

The attention now turns to the performan e of the model in its treatment
of o ean urrents onned in the domain of the study through a omparison of its
a hievement with previously published works. Johnson et al. (2002b) des ribe the
zonal velo ity in the upper layer of the Pa i O ean using synopti , meridional and
zonal se tions obtained by CTD/ADCP, mostly ondu ted in the 1990's. The option
here is to present se tions of the mean elds along the Equator for zonal velo ity,
temperature and salinity. This hoi e was based on the opportunity to present simultaneously some features that are, in a general sense, hara teristi of the region.
For example, rstly, in relation to the zonal urrents along the equatorial region, the
eastern-most region of the equatorial Pa i is targeted where the Equatorial Under
Current (EUC) terminates; se ondly, the verti al distribution of the salinity, whi h
presents the lower surfa e values in the oastal region of Central Ameri a, and higher
salinity values somewhat asso iated with the EUC; and nally, the verti al distribution
of the temperature throughout the Equator, whi h presents in lined isotherms, leading
to a shallower gathering of isotherms in the eastern basin, while it presents a verti al
displa ement of them towards the date line. Thus, the isotherms present a negative
slope from the eastern to the western domain of this study. The Figure 4.10 displays
se tions of the mean elds for zonal velo ity, salinity and temperature along the Equator as estimated by the Ctrl output.
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Figure 4.10: Se tions of the mean zonal elds along the Equator as estimated by the
Ctrl output. (a) Mean zonal velo ity (m/s). The ontour interval is 0.1 m/s, and solid
lines represent eastward ow, dashed line represent westward ow and thi k line the
null zonal velo ity. (b) Mean zonal salinity (PSU). The ontour interval is 0.2 PSU.
( ) Mean zonal temperature (◦ C). The ontour interval is 2◦ C.
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The spatial termination of the EUC was des ribed via upwelling pro esses in
the observational study of Lukas (1986) as o urring in the eastern region between the
Galapagos Ar hipelago (the Galapagos islands are entered at 0◦ , 91◦ W) and 5◦ S. Then
Pedlosky (1988), using a theoreti al model, suggested that the termination of EUC may
be regarded as an inertial jet. The study of Sloyan et al. (2003) suggested that both
me hanisms are relevant in the EUC termination. In the present work, the upper panel
of the Figure 4.10 displays the isolines of the mean zonal velo ity estimated from the
Ctrl from whi h an eastward de eleration is suggested together with an upward motion
of the EUC (note the tilt of the base of the isolines of velo ity). Both features suggest
that the EUC termination is well represented in the numeri al approa h of the urrent
study. With regard to the mean zonal distribution of the salinity eld (Figure 4.10 middle panel), this presents an eastward de rease of magnitude on the surfa e, whi h
may be interpreted as onsisten y with the fa t that pre ipitation in the eastern tropi al Pa i is the genesis of the zonal gradient of surfa e salinity. Finally, the lower
panel of the Figure 4.10 presents the zonal mean temperature eld output from the
Ctrl run of the model. The observed eastward gradient of the isotherms in the lower
panel of Figure 4.10 is oupled with upwelling from the EUC through the upper o ean
layers. The gradient of the isotherms gives to the easternmost region the minimum
sea surfa e temperature of the equatorial Pa i O ean. The panels representing the
mean zonal elds along the Equator onrm the expe ted patterns, and furthermore,
they are in a good agreement with the results presented by Sloyan et al. (2003), whi h
used the same set of observational data earlier used by Johnson et al. (2002b).
The volume transport by the eastern equatorial urrent system of the Pa i O ean

Despite the good agreement a hieved, the results presented for the se tion
along the Equator have the in onvenien e of providing only a snapshot of those parameters; onsequently, it is intended to develop an additional investigation with parti ular
referen e to time evolution of the hydrodynami s of the model. In this ontext, the
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impli ations for volume transport within the onnes of the domain of the study are investigated. The urrent boundaries will follow the denitions of Johnson et al. (2002b),
their riteria being: potential density, main dire tion and geographi al position, as set
out in Table 4.2. The potential density (σθ ), as one of the dening parameters of the
o eani

urrents, is the density a par el of water would have if it were raised adiabati-

ally to the surfa e without hange in salinity. Thus, the intention is now to transpose
the validation pro edure to the volume transport of the main urrents of the eastern
equatorial Pa i as one method of evaluation of the hydrodynami fun tioning of the
o eani model.
Table 4.2: The eastern equatorial Pa i O ean urrent system's denition (Johnson
et al., 2002b). Equatorial Under Current (EUC). North Equatorial Counter Current
(NECC). South Equatorial Current - North bran h (SEC(N)). South Equatorial Current - South bran h (SEC(S)). The potential density (σθ ) is the density of a par el
of water would have if it were raised adiabati ally to the surfa e without hange in
salinity.

Potential density
Current interval (kg.m−3)
Latitude interval
EUC
NECC
SEC(N)
SEC(S)

23.0 < σθ < 26.5
σθ < 26.0
σθ < 26.0
σθ < 26.0

2◦ S < Lat < 2◦ N
North of 2◦ N
0◦ N < Lat < NECC
8◦ S < Lat < 0◦ N

Dire tion
eastward
eastward
westward
westward

The volume transport as output from the Ctrl with regard to SEC(N), EUC and
SEC(S), a ording to denitions in Table 4.2, is shown in the Figure 4.11, and as the
model domain did not extend su iently far north, then, the NECC was not in luded.
Kessler et al. (2003) arried out a similar approa h with the domain of volume transport integration slightly dierent from material presented in the Table 4.2. In their
study, they used a generalized denition of the domain, where there are no density
restri tions, the domain being dened only by the main dire tion and geographi al position of the urrents. In Kessler et al. (2003), the urrent denitions are as follows: for
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the SEC(N), the westward transport between the Equator and 5◦ N; for the EUC, the
eastward transport between 3◦ S and 2◦ N; and for the SEC(S), the westward transport
between 8◦ S and 2◦ S. Moreover, the study was based on three methods: a) the Sverdrup ir ulation of the tropi al Pa i using s atterometer winds, b) measured o ean
urrents, and ) diagnosis by an o eani General Cir ulation Model (GCM). Kessler
et al. present the integrated zonal volume transport for ea h one of their methods

of omputation: arried out by the Sverdrup balan e, by urrent measurements using
ADCP and by the output of numeri al modeling. Meanwhile, the results a hieved by
the present study in relation to the zonal urrent volume transport for SEC(N), EUC
and SEC(S) are presented in the Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Time-verti al-meridional average of the zonal urrent volume transport,
as output from the Ctrl, for SEC(N) (a), EUC (b), and SEC(S) ( ) in the eastern
equatorial Pa i O ean. It adopts the urrent denitions by Johnson et al. (2002b),
whi h are summarized in the Table 4.2. The verti al s ale is dierent for ea h urrent
system (Sv = 106 m3 .s−1 ). Eastward volume transport is represented as positive.
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In the analysis of the results a hieved by the urrent work, it is possible to
observe the redu tion of the volume transported by the EUC (Figure 4.11 - middle
panel), as a dire t onsequen e of the termination of EUC in the eastern Pa i , as
previously presented here in the analysis of the time-averaged zonal velo ity se tion
along the Equator (Figure 4.10 - upper panel). In an analogous manner, from the
observation of the zonal volume transport asso iated with the two westward urrents
(SEC(N) and SEC(S), the upper and lower panels in the Figure 4.11, respe tively), it is
possible to note the zonal in reasing of the volume transport asso iated with them. In
parti ular, they hange negatively a ording to their displa ement westwards from the
eastern boundary of the domain. Although referen e has already been made to the fa t
that slight dieren es have been noted in the denition of urrent boundaries in both
studies, and again in the work of Kessler et al. (2003) with onsequent on erns as
to the zonal volume transport a hieved, nevertheless a signi ant degree of onformity
exists.
The salinity eld asso iated with the eastern equatorial urrent system of the Pa i
O ean

Both Johnson et al. (2002b) and Kessler et al. (2003) had ondu ted hydrodynami studies of the Pa i O ean; however, when they had the availability of data,
asso iations with the salinity eld had also been made. In a similar manner, wherever
possible, links between urrent elds and salinity elds will therefore be pursued using
the output from the Ctrl. The intention will be to enri h the validation of the o eani
model, or to extend the hara terization of the salinity eld where su h information is
la king. This pra ti e then oers a twofold fun tion: both as a possible validation of
the model on the one hand and also as a supplement to the ndings of Johnson et al.
and Kessler et al. on the other.
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It is a epted that, the denition for the equatorial urrent of the Pa i O ean
des ribed in the Table 4.2 onnes a nite and volumetri region of the o ean, whi h
is dynami ally adapted to the temporal and spatial variability of the urrents, in a ordan e with the dynami variation of the parameters that dene them. Thus, su h
regions, individually asso iated with the respe tive urrent, at the same time are assoiated with the spe i bodies of seawater whi h are related to the urrent. This dual
role may serve to provide a volume ontroller to the salinity eld, and simultaneously
a temporal-spatial asso iation with urrents.
A limitation of the foregoing approa h lies in the fa t that very little information about the salinity eld linked to the urrents in the eastern Pa i O ean was
found in the literature, whi h makes omparative studies somewhat limited in the validation ontext, but the same limitation implies that valuable new information may
be expe ted to be obtained by progress in this area. In summary, on the one hand,
there is a limitation imposed referring to the validation pro ess, but on the other, there
exists the intention to extend knowledge in relation to the salinity eld asso iated with
the urrents in the eastern tropi al Pa i .
With this in mind, it is now proposed to address salinity asso iated with the
equatorial urrent system of the eastern Pa i O ean by a omparison of the Ctrl
run of the model in this respe t with previously published work. Given the pau ity
of the latter and the onsequent limits to the approa h, this referen e will be to that
arried out by Johnson et al. (2002b), based upon CTD/ADCP measurements and
des ribed earlier in this se tion. In this ontext, the output of the Ctrl in terms of the
zonal time-averaged mean salinity asso iated with the equatorial urrent system of the
Pa i , as dened in Table 4.2, is presented in the Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: The time-averaged mean salinity eld (PSU) asso iated with the equatorial urrent system of the eastern Pa i O ean as output from the Ctrl. The timeaveraged salinity eld (PSU) asso iated with the SEC(N) is shown in the upper panel
(a), when asso iated with the EUC is shown in the middle panel (b), and the salinity
eld asso iated with SEC(S) in the lower panel ( ). The verti al s ale is the same for
all panels to fa ilitate omparisons among them.
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Regardless of the fa t that the study arried out by Johnson et al. overed the
entire Pa i O ean basin throughout 10 zonal se tions of CTD/ADCP measurements,
the analysis here is limited to east Pa i O ean basin as dened by the domain of
the present study. Comparisons between model output and these observations for the
time-averaged salinity asso iated with the equatorial urrents in the eastern Pa i
individually for SEC(N) and SEC(S) an laim to be in ex ellent agreement, with omputed values diering from those of Johnson et al. based upon measurements, by 0.05
PSU and 0.1 PSU respe tively. Con erning the EUC, the present study underestimated
the salinity by about 0.05 PSU (at 95◦ W), with a westward linear in rease to rea h 0.3
PSU (at 140◦ W) when ompared with that arried out by Johnson et al.. Even so the
present study and that arried out by Johnson et al., present the zonal time-averaged
mean salinity with a trend of in reasing values of salinity from the easternmost Pai towards the date line, for ea h of the three urrents being examined in the analysis.
The latter feature might well be a ommon hara teristi of the salinity assoiated with su h urrents and therefore pe uliar to this parti ular region. Given the
knowledge available it is inevitable that it is assumed to provide a measure of orroboration of the inuen e imposed on the salinity of the region by the lo al pre ipitation,
and so irrespe tive of urrent dire tion (see Table 4.2) their lowest salinities are to be
found in the eastern equatorial Pa i . This is to suggest that it is possible to assume
that the time-spa e variability of the pre ipitation studied in Part I of this study might,
in some manner, reprodu e its signature in the salinity asso iated with the urrents.
In an attempt to larify su h matters, further and more intensive studies are
ontemplated in onne tion with the asso iation of salinity properties with urrent systems. There is of ourse a limitation to be fa ed due to the pau ity of in situ data,
thus, the validation pro edure will rely on published material on the subje t to make
omparative he ks on model validity being su iently realisti . Having noted the
general importan e of further advan es along these lines the intention is to pro eed
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nevertheless, yet on e again the inevitable tenden y is to diverge from the main theme
of model validation. If the time-averaged salinity elds are to be seen as essential
hara teristi s of the zonal urrent systems, in addition revealing indi ations of the
pre ipitation inuen es whi h an take ee t in the mutual temporal and spatial variations of the salinity asso iated with the urrents, then this would be a highly relevant
ourse to follow. Consequently in a manner similar to that adopted earlier in the EOF
and Wavelet phase of the study a divergen e is onsidered justied.
Within this ontext, the salinity eld asso iated with the respe tive urrent
was averaged in both verti al and meridional dimensions, and as a nal produ t of this
preliminary pro edure this ould be expressed as the temporal zonal distribution of
the mean salinity asso iated with SEC(N), EUC and SEC(S). For reasons given earlier, it was not feasible to asso iate a saline eld with the NECC. The statisti al EOF
te hnique was applied for the three salinity elds resulting from this pro edure - the
temporal zonal distribution of the mean salinity asso iated with respe tive urrents.
Table 4.3 presents the results of the three leading EOF modes, whi h a ount for 66%,
78% and 75% of total varian e for the zonal salinity verti al-meridional averaged in
the SEC (N), EUC and SEC(S) domains, respe tively.

Table 4.3: Results of the rst three main EOF modes for the zonal variation in time
of the salinity eld (verti al and meridional averaged) in the eastern equatorial Pa i
O ean urrent system.

Varian e (%)
EOF mode SEC(N) EUC SEC(S)
1
2
3

42
15
9

61
12
5

57
11
7
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It is to be noted that the rst EOF mode of the salinity eld asso iated with
the equatorial urrent system of the Pa i a ounts for more than 60% of the total
varian e ontributed by the group of three modes, leaving a minor residual to be shared
by the other two modes. For this reason, and as previously expressed in the sequen e
of examinations in this study, there follows a phase, using the Wavelet transform, in
whi h a de omposition pro edure in the time-frequen y domain is arried out so as to
determine the dominant modes of variability, and to as ertain the manner in whi h
these modes vary in time. This phase will on entrate upon the rst EOF mode only.
Thus, the results of the Wavelet analysis (Morlet as mother wave, and ω0 = 6)
when applied for the rst mode of the time-series expansion oe ients as result of the
EOF for the respe tive salinity eld asso iated with the eastern equatorial urrents,
are presented in the Figure 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 for South Equatorial Current - North
bran h (SEC(N)), Equatorial Under Current (EUC) and South Equatorial Current South bran h (SEC(S)), respe tively.
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Figure 4.13: Result of Wavelet analysis when applied to the time series of expansion
oe ients as a result of the rst EOF mode of the zonal distribution of the mean
salinity asso iated with the SEC(N). Time series of the zonal distribution of the mean
salinity asso iated with the SEC(N) is shown in the top panel, the ontour of wavelet
power spe trum in the middle panel, and the global wavelet power spe trum in the
right panel. In the right panel, the dashed line represents the onden e level of 95%.
The ontour wavelet power spe trum levels are hosen so that 75%, 50%, 25%, and 5%
of the wavelet power is above ea h level, respe tively. The dark line indi ates the Cone
of Inuen e (COI).
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Figure 4.14: Same as Figure 4.13 but for the mean salinity eld asso iated with the
EUC.
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Figure 4.15: Same as Figure 4.13 but for the mean salinity eld asso iated with the
SEC(S).

Being dire tly wind driven, the equatorial o eani

urrent system responds

qui kly to variations in the wind eld (Gordon, 1986). Therefore, the SEC(N) is
strongest in the boreal winter, and the SEC(S) is stronger in the boreal summer, a ording to the latitudinal migration of the ITCZ and its relations to the atmospheri
ells of ir ulation (whi h were dis ussed in Part I of this study). This hara teristi
is far more evident in the time series asso iated with the northern bran h of the SEC
(Figure 4.13 - upper panel), while for its southern bran h (SEC(S)) this feature presents
a smaller signature (Figure 4.15 - upper panel). The strengthening of this signal in
both time series stands out during El-Niño events, when the Hadley ir ulation (northsouth) is reinfor ed by the weakness of the Walker ir ulation. The EUC (Figure 4.14)
is subje ted to the same wind pattern, but at the same time it is a subsurfa e eastward
ux. The time series of the salinity eld asso iated with the EUC suggests to be the
ombination of the ee ts of the wind and the north and south neighbouring urrents,
the SEC(N) and the SEC(S).
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The SEC(N), by its geographi al position (Table 4.2, on page 104), is under
the "shade" of the time averaged position of the ITCZ (about 5◦ N). By this reason, it
is expe ted that the salinity eld asso iated with the SEC(N) holds the same temporal
variability as the ITCZ. The ontour wavelet power spe trum for the salinity asso iated with SEC(N) presents a lear annual y le (the same periodi ity of the ITCZ),
whi h be omes evident in the middle panel (gure 4.13 - middle panel), and it is also
representative in the global wavelet spe trum (Figure 4.13 - right panel).
With regard to the time s ale of the variability of the salinity eld asso iated
with the SEC(S), it is possible to re ognize from the same panel a weak trend to the
annual y le (Figure 4.15 - middle panel). Sin e the SEC(S) positioning thoughtout the
year is always south of the Equator, whi h means that the SEC(S) is relatively far from
the ITCZ, the salinity eld asso iated with the SEC(S) seems to be highly inuen ed
by the variability of the Southerly wind along the west oast of South Ameri a. It is
worthy of note that the SEC(S) is fed at least in part from equatorial and oastal upwelling, both of whi h are mu h weaker and warmer during El Niño, whi h an explain
the variability observed in the middle panel during the El Niño events. Then, it is not
surprising to see the high time-s ale variability presented in all panels of the Figure 4.15.
The ontour wavelet power spe trum of the salinity eld asso iated with the
EUC (Figure 4.14 - middle panel) presents its maximum varian e in simultaneity with
El Niño events. The seasonal y le is su h that the EUC is saltier when the transport
is largest, be ause the upper layers of the EUC, whi h are saltier, make up most of the
seasonal variability. During an El Niño event there is some warming of the EUC in
the eastern Pa i , owing to more near-surfa e eastward ow under the relaxed trades
(Johnson et al., 2002a; Sloyan et al., 2003).
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In summary, the pro ess of validation of the numeri al model to be adopted as
an assured Control for subsequent appli ations has been a hieved, despite the shortomings of omparative data and the limitations of relevant publi ations. Where possible, model output has been he ked against in situ measurements, and also derived
parameters and other inferen es onsequent on the appli ation of the model have been
ompared with the ndings of other authors. In the pro ess of validation, the power
of the te hnique to explore new elds and to expand the boundaries of urrent knowledge in the eld of time-spa e variability of the SSS and the asso iation of salinity
properties with the equatorial urrent system of the eastern tropi al Pa i have been
onrmed. As an additional benet, a number of potential leads have been identied
for later evaluation. With qualied onden e in the model established the proposal
now is to pro eed to address the topi of salinity entrainment into the mixed layer and
the signi an e of the input of atmospheri freshwater into the mixed layer.
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b) Salinity entrainment into the mixed layer
Moving on from model validation and with onrmation of its potential, it now
be omes possible to on entrate with ner fo us upon appli ations of the model to
relevant aspe ts of marine physi s, and initially it is appropriate to examine salinity
entrainment into the mixed layer.
The salinity entrainment into the mixed layer is the pro ess whereby the mixed
layer in orporates the adja ent salinity immediately underneath the MLD. For this
study, a salinity entrainment "event" was assumed whi h ould be a hieved by three
possible existing onditions:

• Downward motion of MLD;
• Verti al salt transport asso iated with the verti al velo ity; and,
• Combination of both (dual entrainment).

Using the urrent o eani numeri al model approa h, a sear h was ondu ted
for the requisite onditions asso iated with potential entrainment of salt from the base
of the mixed layer. The time-averaged results of the omputation with the ne essary
hara teristi s are presented in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Mean salt entrainment (PSU) into the mixed layer through its base (averaged over the entire period).

It is worthy of note that the time averaged pro ess of entrainment is on entrated in the equatorial region, and a rst impression suggests that this feature is
mainly dependent upon the Trade Winds but not in the dire t sense and only after
the divergent inuen e of Coriolis prin iples due to the Earth's rotation. It may be
an exaggeration to say that the Coriolis ee t is negligibly small near the equator, although small, it is still important. Thus, the Coriolis ee t dee ts the surfa e urrents
away from the equator on either side reating onditions suitable for the well-known
equatorial upwelling.
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Looking forward to understand the salt entrainment into the mixed layer on a
time basis, an investigation was pursued based on the assumptions previously listed.
For the positions in the Longitude 95◦ W at 3◦ N, 3◦ S plus the Equator, the results are
shown in the Figure 4.17; also, in the same gure is over plotted the SOI signal in
purple, whi h allows us to asso iate the onne tions between the salt entrainment and
the ENSO y le. The time series of the salinity entrainment along the 95◦ W indi ates
a link of this hydrodynami pro ess with the ENSO y le.

Figure 4.17: Upper panel: Time series of the salt entrainment (PSU) into the mixed
layer from below along 95◦ W, for the Equator (bla k line) and Latitudes 3◦ N (red line)
and 3◦ S (blue line). SOI signal is over plotted (purple line) for omparisons with the
period of its o urren e. (*) SOI signal is based on the Trenberth method - monthly
standard deviation and six months smoothed. SOI unit: hPa (1000 hPa subtra ted).
Lower panel: Latitude-time map of the o urren e of salt entrainment into the mixed
layer through its base for 95◦ W-Equator (bla k line), 95◦W-3◦ N (red line), and 95◦ W3◦ S (blue line).
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The time series of the salinity entrainment from below strengthens the idea
raised by the preliminary analysis (the time-averaged salinity entrainment shown in
the Figure 4.16), in whi h the salt entrainment is on entrated along the Equator
(Figure 4.17 - lower panel). Therefore, it is possible to note from the same gure, in its
upper panel, that exists the weakness or total suppression of the entrainment during
El Niño periods (Figure 4.17 - upper panel). One of the remarkable hara teristi s
of the El Niño event is the weakness of the Trade Winds, a onsequen e of whi h
is to diminish the surfa e divergen e of the equatorial waters, whi h are responsible
for the equatorial upwelling. An additional onsequen e of equatorial upwelling is
the upward displa ement of the isotherms, whi h is impli itly related with the MLD.
This upward movement would a t in opposition to the entrainment, however, from the
al ulations arried out here, this ee t is not apable of ountera ting the ee t of
the upward movement of the waters. Then, it an be suggested with greater onvi tion
that equatorial upwelling is the main feature responsible for the salinity entrainment
into the mixed layer through its base in the region studied.
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) The signi an e of the ow of atmospheri freshwater
Now, in this on luding se tion of the o eani model studies, the attention is
drawn to pro esses whereby the atmospheri freshwater inuen es the SSS. In Del roix
et al. (1996) an approa h was made to link the salinity and pre ipitation elds, based

on the salinity samples obtained by the "ship-of-opportunity" program, with pre ipitation derived from satellite remote sensing via Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR).
Those variables were spatially interpolated and monthly averaged for the tropi al Pai region and statisti ally analysed for the 1974-1989 period.
The purpose here is to introdu e a new approa h with signi ant dieren es
from that reported by Del roix et al., and in this ontext, the intention is to in lude
atmospheri ow of freshwater in its omplete omposition, i.e. as the resultant ee t
of pre ipitation and evaporation. The intention is to seek a more realisti and dynami
basis for an investigation of time variations of the SSS as modied by a ontribution of
atmospheri freshwater in its omplete form. Note that Del roix et al. did not onsider
the evaporation rate.
The numeri al model was set up with the variable (E − P ) (evaporation minus
pre ipitation) having the hara teristi of an independent input. The pre ipitation
and evaporation datasets were downloaded from the ECMWF-ERA40 data server, and
interpolated so as to a hieve the same spatial-time resolution as that of the hydrodynami model, as des ribed in the previous se tions. And, within this ontext, a rework
of the relationship between the time derivative of the Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS) and
the atmospheri ow of freshwater (E − P ) is addressed.
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The hosen method aimed to a hieve a map of orrelation between the time
variations of the salinity (d(SSS)/dt) in relation to the atmospheri ow of freshwater
(E − P ). Then, the orrelation map between the d(SSS)/dt and (E − P ) is presented
in the Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18: The orrelation map between the time derivative of the Sea Surfa e Salinity, (SSS) (d(SSS)/dt), and the ow of atmospheri freshwater (E − P ).

The map presents regions with high positive and negative orrelations. Higher
positive orrelation is lo alized on the eastern Pa i O ean, under the position of the
ITCZ tra k, whi h onrms that the time variation of the SSS an be asso iated with
the atmospheri ow of freshwater. Regions with lower orrelation, or even negative
ones, suggest that the temporal SSS's hanges are the result of mixing or adve tion
pro esses instead of being a major and straightforward response to the atmospheri
ow of freshwater. These results are in a ordan e with the on lusions of Del roix et
al., of whi h the most relevant at this is stage is the onrmation of the relationship

between the SSS and ITCZ. Further dis ussion of the approa h taken will be presented
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in the following se tion.
With the signi an e of the asso iation between the temporal variations of the
SSS and the atmospheri freshwater input onrmed, it is proposed to re ognize this
as a satisfa tory on lusion to the model appli ations of Part II. However there is a
need to dis uss and ree t on what has been a hieved in the pro ess.
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4.3 Assessments and Ree tions - Part II
The earlier se tions of this hapter were initially dedi ated to the analysis of
the salinity eld in the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean based upon an o eani numeri al
modeling approa h. Progress along these lines developed into a series of omplementary
studies leading to an overview of pro esses and distribution of salinity in the region,
while simultaneously providing support and validation of the so-named "Control Run"
(Ctrl), promoted in Part I as a key tool.
What now must follow is a formal assessment of the appli ation of this tool to
the distribution of salinity in the region and the relevant pro esses of hange. This will
take the following form:
• An assessment of the validation pro edure;
• Consequent upon onden e gained by validation, to evaluate the pro ess of

salinity entrainment into the mixed layer via its base;
• To onsider the temporal variations of the Sea Surfa e Salinity as a dire t response

to the atmospheri freshwater ux, and
• To on lude by a knowledging the signi an e of the above analyses.

Validation of the "Control Run"
The validation of the Ctrl was for ed using the pre ipitation and evaporation supplied by ECMWF-ERA40 and the temperature and velo ity eld supplied by
MOM2. The time series of the SSS (Figure 4.1, on page 88) and the time series of the
depth of the Z20 (Figure 4.3, on page 93) were ompared with in situ data, provided
by the buoys of the TAO/EPIC array of NOAA.
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Con erning the omparison between the SSS and in situ data, it is worthy of
note that the estimated time series of SSS by the numeri al approa h relies strongly on
the ombination of the pre ipitation and evaporation rates (Equation 4.1, on page 84),
but if the evaporation rate presents a eld whi h is fairly onstant, in ontrast, the
diagnosti variables, su h as pre ipitation present a large variability in the tropi al
o eani regions (Tro oli & Kållberg, 2004), thus, in onsequen e, a lose agreement
between the SSS as output of the Ctrl with in situ data was not rea hed in the high
frequen y spe trum by the reasons as des ribed in Tom zak (1995). However, the long
term and trends were well represented, whi h ould be veried when the salinity eld
was integrated over the entire volume domain. This latter result shows that the salinity
in the model retains a relationship with the ENSO signal (Figure 4.2, on page 90).
With regard to the omparison between the time series of the Z20 produ ed
by the Ctrl using the in situ data, agreement was rea hed for both the regions of the
frequen y spe trum, the low and the high frequen ies. In addition, the verti al se tion
along the Equator for the time-averaged temperature eld (Figure 4.10 - lower panel)
presents the expe ted in lination of the isotherms, whi h is a potential representation
of the observed upwelling in the easternmost tropi al Pa i .
Moreover, validation of the Ctrl was arried through not only by omparisons
with in situ data, but omplementary studies had also been made based on derived parameters from the o eani model with previous studies published by other resear hers.
Using the model output in ludes the analysis of the time-spa e variability of the SSS,
as well as that due to volume transported by the main o eani

urrents of the equa-

torial eastern Pa i O ean. The latter mentioned methods of validation dier from
straightforward omparison of the model output with in situ data, and they are argued
individually as follows.
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Initially, the time-spa e variability of the monthly mean of the SSS was analysed by the EOF te hnique and ompared with previously published statisti al studies.
Among them, an be ited: rstly, Del roix & Henin (1991) then Del roix et al. (1996)
where statisti al approa hes were employed in the investigation of salinity and pre ipitation relationships for tropi al o eans; and nally, in Del roix (1998) is presented a
omprehensive statisti al study of variability in the tropi al Pa i .
When limiting the studies of the time-spa e variability of the monthly mean of
the SSS to the EOF analyses, the studies developed here strongly agreed with the above
quoted works, but it is appropriate to keep in mind that, in the present work, an extra
on ept was given to the time series of the expansion oe ients derived from the EOF
analysis, with the intention to a hieve a better understanding of the time-frequen y
variability of su h signals. Then, as onsequen e of the new approa h, the individual
results for ea h leading mode of the EOF when applied to the monthly mean of the
SSS, are presented simultaneously in the relevant study referring to the time-frequen y
variability of the signals (a hieved by the Wavelet analysis), as follows.
The rst EOF mode a ounts for 35% of the total varian e of the monthly
mean of the SSS. The rst spatial EOF mode presented a zonal stru ture (Figure 4.4
- upper panel) that dieres only in the easternmost Pa i O ean, where there is an
intense gradient of the variability near to the western Central Ameri a oast, and almost parallel to it. The main zonal stru ture of the spatial pattern presents its more
intense gradient under the mean position of the ITCZ, so dividing the o ean basin, as
a dipole stru ture, into two parts in the vi inity of 5◦ N. Another noti eable feature is
the most negative homogeneous orrelation (up to -30%) lo ated in the easternmost
region of the tropi al Pa i . The main andidate as an explanation of su h a feature
ould possibly be the wind jets asso iated with the three major gaps in the Central
Ameri an Cordillera. Sin e the wind jets present as their main hara teristi signi ant
variability in timing and intensity (Kessler, 2006), they have the potential to reate
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multi-layered hanges in the salinity eld and displaying non-regular frequen y.
In a sear h for further eviden e to support this on ept, time-dependen y hara teristi s asso iated with the rst EOF mode, were examined by the Wavelet analysis
of the expansion oe ients (Figure 4.4 - lower panel). Here interest is expressed in
ertain features of the analyti al output. In the ase of the only signal giving a 95%
onden e level, the annual signal, (Figure 4.7 - lower panel) onsiderable interest is
displayed in terms of its dis ontinuities. The signal appears to ollapse after periods of
approximately three years ontinuity, displaying a non-steady y le only over ome by
the last strong El Niño event (1997/98). Otherwise the signal appears to experien e an
in rease of varian e at 1-8 years periodi ity. This intermittent annual signal ould be
related to a ombination of the ENSO ee ts with the migration of the ITCZ. Although
the te hniques adopted here were pivotal to the identi ation of the existen e of these
hara teristi s, their ability to advan e to a full explanation of the pro esses involved
was naturally limited.
Now turning to the se ond leading mode of the EOF analysis based on the
monthly mean SSS time series, we note that it demonstrates a spatial pattern (in Figure 4.5 - upper panel) with its most prominent feature being a higher positive varian e
feature suggesting a shadow of the northern hemisphere Trade Winds path, extending
from the Central Ameri an Isthmus to the 110◦ W Longitude. Visually there appears a
temporal variation with a period of approximately 8 years with interannual os illations
(Figure 4.5 - lower panel). However the Wavelet analysis assigned a 6 years period to
the feature (Figure 4.8 - middle and right panels). Then further spe ulation an be
made on the basis of observation of the limit regions in the same panels (Figure 4.8 middle and right panels). They imply signals at approximately 10 years, virtually on
the margin of ompeten e far su h a short observational re ord. In summary, sin e the
Wavelet te hnique suggests responses of 6 and 10 years, this may be seen to orroborate
a signal of 8 years reported earlier as a ombination of the former two periods. The
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se ond EOF mode a ounts for 13% of the total varian e.
The nal third EOF mode produ ed by the analysis of the monthly mean SSS
a ounts for just 7% of the total varian e. Its spatial pattern indi ates a dominant
equatorial hara teristi (Figure 4.6 - upper panel) and the asso iated time series of its
expansion oe ient presents a negative orrelation of -61% with its equivalent for the
rst mode. Based on the properties of the EOF analysis, whi h assumes the uniqueness of modes, the third mode suggests a lassi al ase of degenera y of eigenvalue. If
there is more than one linearly independent eigenve tor for a given eigenvalue we say
that the eigenvalue in question is degenerate (Anonymous, (1967); North et al., 1982).
Where degenera y o urs it is almost always related to some spatial symmetry of the
system (Solbrig et al., 2005). However, the degenerate subspa e is a ve tor spa e, it is
possible that ompatible observables admit a basis of simultaneous eigenve tors. Even
though, the Wavelet analysis served to underline their spatial similarities. In spite of
its low signi an e (7% of the total varian e), this weak signal nevertheless is seen to
be an established hara teristi modal feature. Su h linked general spatial symmetries
are sometimes distinguished by the term "a idental degenera y".
What is learly demonstrated in this pro edure is that the basi analysis of the
monthly mean series of the SSS by the EOF prin iples is found to be in agreement with
previously published work and in so doing gave support both to on epts adopted here
and also to the growing onsensus of opinion as to the intera tion of regional onditions.
Nevertheless, mu h more has been a hieved. The Wavelet te hnique of analysis applied
to the time series of the expansion oe ient of ea h EOF mode has provided mu h
more than the basi EOF pro edure an a hieve in its own right. In the rst pla e
it has onrmed the results of the earlier EOF pro ess, but more importantly it has
opened a window enabling an advan ement of knowledge of the time-spa e variability
asso iated with these individual modes, not previously seen. That these new on epts
oer an immediate relationship to known geographi al and environmental features is
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both an added bonus but also provides a potential additional tool to assist in the diagnosis of freshwater sour es.
Following an a eptable validation of the Ctrl, permission was given to pro eed
with the appli ation of the A tive Tra er Model as a validated tool and the early
appli ation addressed the volume transport of the main urrents of the equatorial
eastern Pa i . Here the denition of the urrents adopted the proposals of Johnson et
al. (2002b), based upon hara teristi water properties. Sin e the domain of the model

did not extend polewards beyond 10◦ N, it was onsidered inappropriate to in lude the
NECC and its asso iated salinity. Consequently analysis was restrained to EUC and
SEC in both its north and south bran hes. The volume transported by those urrents
strongly agreed with previous studies (e.g. Kessler et al., 2003). The agreement, in
fa t, was su ient to prompt the opportunity to expand regional knowledge of the salt
transport for whi h these o ean urrents are responsible, yet noting that a boundary
had been imposed in the urrent work at 90◦ W Longitude due to the omplexity of
the urrent system to the east of that boundary. Kessler (2006) had rst des ribed its
omplexity and the inuen e of the three major gaps in the Central Ameri a Cordillera
whi h, through wind jets, an alter the region's hydrodynami ir ulation onsiderably.
In pro eeding to examine the possible onne tion between the equatorial urrent system of the eastern Pa i and the asso iated salinity properties, aution was
required due to the pau ity and pat hy nature of in situ data, or, in fa t of previously
existing analyti al literature. Consequent limits to the model validation had to be kept
in mind, yet the opportunities aorded over ame the di ulties.
The zonal time averaged mean salinity asso iated with the equatorial urrent system of the Pa i presented a gradient of in reasing salinity values from the
easternmost Pa i towards the date line (Figure 4.12), for any one of the three urrents whi h were being treated in the analysis (this study and Johnson et al., 2002b).
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Su h hara teristi , in addition to the study arried out in Part I in relation to the
time-spa e variability of the pre ipitation in the eastern region of the tropi al Pa i
O ean, motivated the analysis of the temporal variability of the salinity asso iated
with those urrents. An investigation was pursued with regard to the salt variability of
the equatorial eastern Pa i

urrent system, whi h, generally, presented three major

periodi ities: intra-annual (∼6 months), annual, and ENSO s ale. The ase for ea h
urrent system is argued as follows.
In the analysis of the salt variability in the north bran h of the South Equatorial Current, SEC(N), (Figure 4.13 - upper panel), a very strong annual y le was
displayed. Then referen e to the SOI re ord onrms that lear indi ations of El Niño
onditions appear for 1986/87 and 1997/98. The analyses show that for the SEC(N)
the El Niño years presented anomalous salt variability over periodi ities from 6 months
to 2 years for the rst event and mu h broader for the se ond event ranging from 6
months to 8 years.
Addressing now the South Equatorial Current - SEC(S), referen e to Figure 4.15
immediately indi ates that its variability is more omplex than that whi h was seen in
its northern equivalent. There are perhaps many reasons for this to be so. For example this feature ould be related to the weakness of the SEC(S) by omparison with
the SEC(N). Figure 4.10 provides an evaluation of the volume transport in both ases
from whi h the dieren e an be seen, noting that the verti al s ales are not uniform.
Then SEC(S) re eives a wind-driven ontribution from those Southerly Winds from
the South Ameri an oastal zone whi h themselves have a large spatial and temporal
variability. It may be argued that this feature is supportive rather than otherwise of the
main theme of this study, namely that the high temporal variability in the salinity of
the SEC(S) (in this ase) arries the hara teristi s of its sour e i.e. the inuen es of its
atmospheri origin in terms of signi ant temporal variability. Referen e to Figure 4.15
- upper panel, learly shows this typi al variability in its time series despite its weak
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amplitude. Then El Niño onditions are essentially asso iated with a reinfor ement of
the Southerly Winds of the higher latitude oastal zone and a de rease in the Trade
Winds of the eastern Pa i

reating temporal hange in the onsequent salt ontent.

The end result of these pro esses an be seen in Figure 4.15 (middle panel) for the El
Niño years, 1986/87 and 1997/98.
The third major equatorial urrent ontemplated in this work - Equatorial Under Current (EUC) - lo ated as it is in the latitudes between the two bran hes of the
SEC arries their hara teristi temporal signatures as a relevant aspe t. The interannual and annual y les are well pronoun ed as is the Southern Os illation Index (SOI),
all of whi h are to be seen in Figure 4.14 - right panel. During El Niño events (1986/87
- 1991/92 - 1997/98) the EUC be omes weak, or in fa t may disappear ompletely,
adding to the variability of salinity visible in Figure 4.14. It has also been shown that
the EUC is prone to lose volume from its su essive denser and deeper layers (Sloyan et
al., 2003), whi h is suggested to be a fa tor in the temporary disappearan e of the EUC

at the time of El Niño enhan ing the apparent variability in the statisti al analysis of
salt.
Sometimes omparing the output of the Ctrl model run with in situ data,
sometimes omparing with results of previous works, the model was onsidered to have
arrived at a state of trustworthiness of skills appropriate for the o eani numeri al
approa h mat hed to a potential to advan e into a diagnosti role. The intention was
to apply the te hnique to address problems, support hypotheses already raised and
to ompare with the output of the more onventional approa hes of others. Again,
during the progress of validation of the SSS other opportunities arose to take a brief
digression on the basis of what had been a hieved but outside the validation target: a)
To perform an intensive investigation of ertain features where onventional methods
had failed to provide a onvin ing understanding of the operating physi s, and b) to
pursue the matter of salt transport time variability by the main urrent systems of
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the Eastern Pa i O ean. Although a digression from the main theme, these topi s
served to add further onden e in the e ien y of appli ation and the potential for
diagnosis of the numeri al model.
Then, in the ontext of the further investigation of the potential of the o eani
model and with the intention to amplify knowledge of the salinity in the upper layers
of the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean, two more analyses were arried out using the
model. The a hievements of the latter are argued as follows.

Salinity entrainment into the mixed layer
The rst investigation arried out with the intention to ll a gap that until now
had not been addressed in the region was the salinity entrainment into the mixed layer,
via its base. To a hieve su h intent, it was assumed that the salinity entrainment from
below ould o ur by the downward motion of MLD, or by the verti al salt transport
asso iated with the verti al velo ity, or by the ombination of both (dual entrainment).
As a result of this assumption, the salt entrainment, when averaged for the entire period of study, was found to be on entrated in the equatorial region (Figure 4.16, on
page 118), and this result an be primarily explained by the equatorial upwelling, and
also as a onsequen e of the onvergen e into the EUC (Wyrtki, 1981; Lukas, 1986;
Bryden & Brady, 1985; Pedlosky, 1988; Gu & Philander, 1997; Kleeman et al., 1999;
Sloyan et al., 2003; and Kessler, 2006).
The time-averaged salinity entrainment was able to explain most of the frequenies of the o urren e of su h physi al pro ess, however, an inquiry was arried out in
order to provide eviden e of salinity entrainment into the mixed layer from below on
the basis of its temporal distribution. To enable this study with parti ular referen e
to the region of interest, three latitudes were sele ted along the 95◦ W Longitude so
as to dene a study ase. These were 3◦ N, 3◦ S, and the Equator itself. Based on the
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same above premises for the o urren e of salt entrainment, the time series of salinity
entrainment into the mixed layer in the Longitude 95◦ W at 3◦ N, 3◦ S and the Equator
were presented in the Figure 4.17 (Page 119). The main feature of this diagram is the
weakness, or in fa t absen e, of saline intrusions into the mixed layer from below during the El Niño periods. Thus, be omes worthy of omment that one of the essential
hara teristi s of the development of the El Niño event is the weakness of the Trade
Winds of the eastern Pa i , whi h simultaneously suppresses equatorial upwelling and
pushes downward the isotherms (and impli itly, the MLD). These features of the El
Niño suggest that the ombination of the deepening of MLD in the eastern Pa i
O ean (whi h is favorable to the salt entrainment into the mixed layer) jointly with
the upwelling weakness (a ting against the salt entrainment) are strong andidates to
help sustain a barrier for salinity entrainment through the bottom of the mixed layer.
From the urrent modeling approa h, the deepening rate of the MLD was not strong
enough to ompensate for the redu tion of the upwelling observed in the El Niño events.
Furthermore, it is important to point out that the region has pe uliar intera ting hara teristi s that make the region dynami ally puzzling, and as examples of the main
fa tors that intervene with the hydrodynami s of the region, they an be ited as the
old tongue, Ekman pumping, and the time variability of the MLD asso iated with
the ENSO y le (e.g. Johnson et al. 2002a, b; Sloyan et al., 2003; M Phaden, 2004;
Gar és-Vargas et al., 2005; and Kessler, 2006).

The inuen es of the ow of atmospheri freshwater
Finally to on lude the assessment of the o eani model, referen e is made to
the relationship observed between the time derivative of the Sea Surfa e Salinity and
the atmospheri freshwater ow (evaporation minus pre ipitation). This physi al intera tion is investigated through the orrelation between the eld of the dSSS/dt and that
of the (E −P ). The orrelation map of the inuen e of the ow of atmospheri freshwater in the SSS through the time derivative of SSS is given in the Figure 4.18 (Page 122).
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It is well known that the Pa i O ean under the ITCZ and its equatorial
region have a very high pre ipitation rate, and as a result, the eastern tropi al Pai presents the lowest SSS in its basin. Thus, it is therefore hardly surprising that
this hara teristi , in a more limited regional sense was repli ated by the model whi h
demonstrated the highest orrelation index. Alternatively, negative and lower orrelation values on the outer fringe of the ITCZ "shade" suggest that adve tion and the
mixing pro esses are more important than the inuen e of the ow of the atmospheri
freshwater. Furthermore, two regions in the extreme eastern region, where the orrelation map presented negative values, are oin ident with the positive wind stress
url upwelling in the northern hemisphere - Figure 1, in: Kessler, 2006 - bringing in
salt of the sub-thermo line water, whi h suggests that the inuen e of the atmospheri
freshwater an be diminished in those parti ular regions. Furthermore, Wijesekera et
al. (2005) suggest that those anti y loni eddies inuen e the transport of the heat

and salt westward from the region.
To summarise this se tion, an o eani model has been presented whi h ombines
the widely-used numeri al hydrodynami model (The Modular O ean Model, Version
2 - MOM2), with the mixed layer model so as to provide a "hybrid pa kage" to target
the omplex intera tions of water properties and global o ean ir ulation in a unique
equatorial environment. The Model has presented itself as a reliable tool to apply to
these regional ir umstan es, and the a hievements of this work an be identied in
the list whi h follows.
• The Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS) does not exa tly mat h the high frequen y of the

in situ observed data, but the seasonal and annual trends were well reprodu ed.

Furthermore, the spatially integrated salinity for the entire volume of the domain
displays a lear relationship with the SOI. Moreover, the time-spa e variability of
the monthly mean of the SSS agreed with previous studies; in addition the present
work oers an important advantage in relation to the others when onsidering
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the dependen e of the time-frequen y of the main modalities of the os illations
of the SSS.
• The depth of the 20◦ C isotherm (Z20) is well represented in both high and low

frequen ies, and the se tion along Equator for the mean temperature shows the
representative in lination of isotherms referring to the observed upwelling in the
eastern Pa i .
• The se tion along the Equator for the mean zonal velo ity shows hara teristi s

of the EUC termination in the eastern Pa i O ean.
• The volume transport asso iated with the three main equatorial o eani

urrents

overed in the domain of this study (EUC, SEC(N) and SEC(S)) presented very
good agreement with previous works.
• The mean salinity asso iated with the main urrent system of the equatorial

Pa i is well represented and it is in agreement with previous published studies.
• The saline elds asso iated with ea h one of the urrents above ited dis lose that

their variability maintains a relationship with the main atmospheri phenomena
whi h rea h the region (e.g. ENSO and developments asso iated with it).
• In addition to the asso iation between the salinity elds and the major urrent

system, salt entrainment into the mixed layer through its base also presented a
relationship to the atmospheri phenomena as eviden ed along Longitude 95◦ W
for latitudes 3◦ N, 3◦ S and also for the Equator.
• The time derivative of the SSS, when related to the ow of the atmospheri

freshwater, was shown to be robustly onne ted with the ITCZ.
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Finally, the set of results a hieved by diverse methods of validation and analyses
gave the ne essary onden e to assume the numeri al modeling approa h to be well
skilled and reliable, and therefore, validated for use as "Control Run" (Ctrl) for the
asso iated work already quoted in Part I. Additionally, the omplementary analyses
added more substantial understanding of the salinity in the upper layers of the eastern
tropi al Pa i O ean.

